Almandos Ltd., located at 12 Hashita Street in Southern Caesarea industrial park, announces to the following product consumers, packaged by “Almandos Ltd.”

• Colored lentils 250g and this for all expiry dates up to and including 01/10/21

Following an examination of the manufacturer, from whom we buy the raw materials, by the Jerusalem district Food Service of the Ministry of Health, the product contains a trace amount of milk component that is not marked on the list of allergens.

The factory requests from consumers who are allergic to milk and other allergens listed on the label, not to consume this product. For non-allergic consumers, the product is safe for consumption.

Almandos company apologizes to its customers and acts to collect the products from the shelves. For inquiries, contact Almandos consumer service by phone 04-912-2558, extension 1 or by an email address doron@almandos.co.il